Hannelunder, 3. August 2017

Snowflake
~ 84 BPM

Intro
|D
| G
Snow is cold snow is white, snow is crystalline and bright
|D
| G
You tell me you need a break, you're leaving me is what I take
| Bm
| G
| Em7
| Bm
You said that you'll return, that we'll be less concerned
| Bm
| G
| Em7
| Bm
When snow is no longer around, we'll start fresh on new ground
Bridge
|D
| G
Snowflake falling from the sky
|D
| G
It's gonna make you cry
|D
| G
Now that it landed on your cheek
| Em7
| G
It melts and turns into a tear
Strophe 1
| Bm | G | Em7 | Bm
( 6x )
Shops were still not selling brighter colors cause
they knew how people need some time to readjust
Wind blew round the dirt that was revealed after the snow had gone
my bicycle just handlebars and rust
The bridge over the river had a hard time to decide if
it would really let the people walk across
Cause at the other side was where they tell each other things that makes them
realize what they've lost
So there she was smiling she was still a friendly person
with a scarf around each syllable she would say
Just a few more minutes then it's clear that it is over
once the small talk is out of the way

Bridge
|D
| G
Snowflake falling from the sky
|D
| G
It's gonna make you cry
|D
| G
Now that it landed on your cheek
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| Em7
| G.
It melts and turns into a tear
Chorus (x2)
| Bm | G | Em7 | Bm
She said: You and me are growing apart
I told you from the start, I didn't really feel you touching my heart
Now you see I've met somebody new
And what I feel makes much more sense than what I think I felt for you
Decline
| C#m711 | C#m711 | Bsus4 | Bm | G/D | G/D
Strophe 2
| Bm | G | Em7 | Bm
( 4x )
The time seemed to be slowing down 'til it could fit a week into each drop
that fell down rolling off the chin
The ridges in the fingernails got deeper every time you scratched your head
when you're not sure of what this is
And in the moment when the slow eroding slope turns to a landslide,
a part of you says: I told you so
You were given everything you needed to know,
when it started to snow
Bridge
|D
| G
Snowflake falling from the sky
|D
| G
It's gonna make you cry
|D
| G
Now that it landed on your cheek
| Em7
| G.
It melts and turns into a tear
Chorus (x2)
| Bm | G | Em7 | Bm
She said: You and me are growing apart
I told you from the start, I didn't really feel you touching my heart
Now you see I've met somebody new
And what I feel makes much more sense than what I think I felt for you
Decline
| C#m711 | C#m711 | Bsus4 | Bm | G/D | G/D
| D

